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Enhanced Ammonia-Borane Decomposition by synergistic 
catalysis using CoPd nanoparticles supported on titano-silicates 
Jaime García-Aguilara, Miriam Navlani-Garcíab, Ángel Berenguer-Murciaa, Kohsuke Morib, 
Yasutaka Kuwaharab, Hiromi Yamashitab,*, Diego Cazorla-Amorósa,* 

Pd and CoxPd1-x nanoparticles (NPs) synthesized by the reduction 
by solvent method were loaded on SiO2 and Ti-SiO2 supports and 
the resulting catalysts were tested in the ammonia-borane 
decomposition reaction under dark and UV-Vis conditions. The 
synergistic promotion of Co (in the NPs) and Ti (in the support) 
combined with the UV-Vis light irradiation enhanced the catalytic 
activity showing very promising TOFs values (from 1.53 to 49.5 
mol H2·mol Pd-1·min-1) in this kind of catalysts. 
 
The decomposition of small molecules (such as formic acid or 
ammonia-borane (AB)) is one of the most promising 
alternatives for the in-situ H2 generation towards a H2 scenario 
implementation.1–3 AB is claimed as one of the inorganic 
compounds with the highest hydrogen content (19.6 H2 wt. %). 
This, added to its high reactivity with noble metals (such as Ru, 
Pd or Pt) makes it one of the best candidates for its use as H2 

feed in a PEMFC.3–8 The total decomposition of this compound 
in liquid phase using water as solvent produces 3 mol of H2 per 
mol of AB according to the following reaction equation.9 
 

𝑁𝑁3𝐵𝑁3 +  2𝑁2𝑂 →  𝑁𝑁4 (𝑎𝑎.)
+ +  𝐵𝑂2 (𝑎𝑎.)

− +  3𝑁2 (𝑔) 

 
Ammonia borane is a liquid-phase chemical hydrogen storage 
material with great current interest. Its decomposition on a 
wide range of catalysts has been extensively reported in the 
literature. Among these, noble metals such as Rh, Ir, Ru, and 
Pt, have shown interesting catalytic activities,10 but they are 
unsuitable for widespread practical applications due to their 
availability and price. Previous studies have demonstrated that 
bimetallic nanoparticles combining a noble metal and a first-

row transition metal forming an alloy structure could be 
promising candidates for the design of catalysts for the 
hydrolysis of ammonia borane.11  In order to assess the 
beneficial effect of these noble metal/first-row transition 
metal combinations for this application, we have used Pd due 
to its moderate activity among noble metals12 and Co because 
it shows the highest activity among non-noble metal 
catalysts.11,13,14 
The enhancement of the catalytic activity of the supported 
noble metal can be attained by different routes; i) increasing 
the metal dispersion on the support by the synthesis of very 
small  NPs,15 ii) alloying the noble metal with a transition 
metal, (which is also attractive due to the cost reduction of the 
catalysts)11,16,17 and iii) supporting the NPs on an UV-Vis active 
support to upgrade the electron-transfer from the support to 
the NPs.1,18 In the present study, the synthesis of Pd and Co-Pd 
NPs by the reduction-by-solvent methodology has been 
applied with successful results in the production of H2 by AB 
decomposition. The synthesis conditions allow a perfect 
control over size and morphology of the NPs (both mono- and 
bimetallic). Pure or alloyed cobalt (as oxide or reduced form) 
has been addressed in the recent literature as a promising 
metal in the AB decomposition reaction due to its low cost 
(compared with noble metals) and its high activity in relevant 
reactions. 12,16,19–21 Due to their different reduction potential 
(compared with Pd), when M-Pd (i. e. Cu or Co) are well-
alloyed there is a charge transfer from the M to Pd increasing 
the electron density on the Pd atom and its activity in the AB 
decomposition is enhanced.1,18 On the other hand, the use of 
an active support (under UV-Vis conditions), such as titania or 
a titano-silicate (Ti-SiO2), is an available strategy to enhance 
the catalytic activity of the final catalytic system.22,23 
In the present work, Pd and CoxPd1-x NPs were prepared by the 
well-established procedure of the reduction by solvent 
method using PVP as capping agent and following an already 
reported procedure.15,24 After their purification, the NPs were 
loaded on SiO2 and Ti-SiO2 (UV-Vis inactive and active 
supports, respectively) to study their catalytic activity in AB 
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decomposition in liquid-phase reaction (see all the 
experimental details in the SI). 
From the textural characterization of the catalysts (see SI) it 
must be mentioned that there were no significant changes in 
the isotherm shape and specific surface properties between 
the two raw supports (SiO2 and Ti-SiO2) and the resulting 
catalysts after NPs impregnation. Regarding the NPs 
preparation and deposition on the supports two main 
characteristics must be highlighted: both the nominal Co/Pd 
ratio and the nominal metal loading (1 wt. %) were 
approximately achieved in all the catalysts (calculated from 
ICP-OES results). For the two series of samples (SiO2 and Ti-
SiO2-based catalysts) the NPs size was very similar for both 
samples upon deposition on the supports (3.4~3.5 nm, see 
TEM micrographs and histograms in Fig. 1). Therefore, any 
change in the catalytic activity may be ascribed to the chemical 
composition of the supports or modifications in the NPs size 
with respect to the monometallic counterpart. From CO 
adsorption experiments after H2 pre-reduction of the catalysts 
it is possible to obtain information about the Co and Pd 
distribution in the bimetallic NPs. To this end the adsorbed CO 
moles were normalized per mol of Pd and per total mol of 
metal (Co and Pd) (see SI). The Pd-normalized results showed 
an approximate constant CO adsorption of about 0.23 mol 
CO/mol Pd, while for the total metal adsorption, the adsorbed 
CO decreased proportionally as the Co content in the NPs 
increased. These results together with the surface Co/Pd ratio 
determined by XPS analysis might confirm the homogeneous 
distribution of both elements in the alloyed NPs structures. In 
order to study the UV-Vis light response, the solid UV-Vis 
analysis was mandatory (see SI). SiO2 did not present any 
absorption and in the raw Ti-SiO2 a small fraction of octahedral 
Ti(IV) was observed at 300 nm but the main absorption of the 
support was displayed in the 200 nm range corresponding to 
tetrahedral Ti(IV) dispersed in the SiO2 framework.25,26 After 
NPs loading on the supports a broad absorption at around 300 
nm was observed even in the SiO2-based catalysts due to the 
Pd NPs absorption.27 
Pd, Co and Ti XPS analysis offered information about the 
electronic state of these elements in order to determine the 
influence of the Co presence in the NPs and the incorporation 
of the Ti in the support. Binding Energy (BE) values as well as 
the most relevant peaks of their corresponding XPS spectra are 
presented in Table S1. In all catalysts the signals corresponding 
to Pd(0) and Pdδ+ could be clearly observed. The appearance of 
this latter signal is due to the electron deficient Pd which may 
be Pd directly interacting with PVP. Cobalt species (such as 
electron deficient Co or CoOx) and also electron deficient Ti(IV) 
due to its dispersion into the SiO2 support are also observed in 
the CoxPd1-x/Ti-SiO2 catalysts.  In this respect, it must be noted 
that evidence of the presence of Co(0) (778.0 eV) was not 
found in our analysis.26,28 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 1. CoxPd1-x NPs deposited on Ti-SiO2 TEM images and their 
corresponding histograms and average particle size. 

 
For the SiO2-based catalysts a slight decrease in the XPS Pd(0) 
and Pdδ+ BE was observed when Co was incorporated into the 
NPs due to the Pd electron density enrichment. An increase in 
Pd(0) % content due to the addition of the Co was also 
observed, from 73.7 % for Pd/SiO2 to 86.0 and 83.5 % for  
Co0.25Pd0.75 and Co0.5Pd0.5/ SiO2, respectively. However, when 
the Co content increased to Co0.75Pd0.25/SiO2 the Pd(0) content 
decreased to 69.6 %.This fact might be due to the presence of 
the different Co species in the NPs. Thus, according to these 
results it seems that for low Co contents (i.e Co0.25Pd0.75 and 
Co0.5Pd0.5) there is an efficient charge transfer from the Co 
species to Pd which it is in good agreement with the absence 
of metallic Co signals in the XPS spectra, but when the Co ratio 
increases, more oxidized Co species are formed and the charge 
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transfer is hindered. Furthermore the PVP-Metal interaction 
and its effect on the final electronic features of the resulting 
NPs should also be considered. Along this line, the high surface 
PVP/Pd ratio in the Co0.75Pd0.25 NPs together with the strong 
PVP-Pd interaction and the electron-withdrawing property of 
PVP through the C=O groups29,30, might also be responsible for 
the higher Pdδ+ content detected in Co0.75Pd0.25/SiO2.  
On the other hand, the Pd(0) signal was shifted 0.3 eV to 
higher BE values when the Pd NPs were deposited on the Ti-
SiO2 support and reduced its respective Pdδ+ content. This 
modification is in good agreement with the Ti 2p(3/2) BE 
displacement from 460.48 eV (in the raw support) to 459.38 
eV (after the NPs loading).26,31 This observation confirms a 
charge transfer from the Pd NPs to the Ti-based support. 
Regarding the Pd BE modifications in CoxPd1-x NPs when Ti-SiO2 
was used as support there was also a decrease of the BE at 
which the peaks appeared as well as an increase of the Pd(0) 
content (higher in value than the SiO2-catalysts, although for 
high Co loadings this trend is no longer observed, vide supra) 
and the Ti(IV) BE is significantly reduced to 458.93 when the 
Co0.25Pd0.75 NPs were deposited. For this catalyst series, the 
same trend was observed in Pd(0) content when the Co ratio 
increased in the NPs. 
The catalysts were studied in the AB decomposition reaction, 
using a metal/AB molar ratio of 0.02 and analyzing the 
production of H2 every 2.5 min (see full details of the 
procedure in the SI). The H2 evolution profiles indicated that 
no induction period was necessary but important differences 
in the catalytic activities were observed. For the least active 
catalyst total AB conversion was achieved after approximately 
25 minutes of reaction while for the most active samples less 
than 10 minutes were necessary (results of the AB conversions 
in terms of n(H2)/n(AB) ratios are shown in the SI). To compare 
the activity of all the prepared catalysts the TOFs values (at 2.5 
min.) under dark and UV-Vis light conditions were calculated 
(with respect to Pd and total metal content) and presented in 
Fig. 2. It must be noted that when the supports were used 
without any nanoparticles impregnated on their surface, no or 
negligible activity in the AB decomposition reaction was 
observed. 
As the Co ratio increased in the NPs supported on SiO2 (Fig. 2A) 
the specific activity of the Pd increased proportionally to the 
Co content from their initial value of 1.5 to 34.4 (mol H2·mol 
Pd-1·min-1) measured under dark conditions. This behavior was 
in good agreement with the XPS results and other reported 
works, where the electron enrichment of the noble metal (as 
Pd) from a transition metal (such as Ni or Cu) was studied 24,32. 
However, when the catalysts supported on SiO2 were tested 
under UV-Vis irradiation a small decrease of the activity was 
obtained. This activity loss can be assigned to the partial 
degradation of PVP and subsequent Pd sites blocking on the 
NPs surface under UV-Vis light irradiation.33 For the same 
catalytic tests but considering Co content for the TOF 
calculation (Fig. 2B), there was a maximum in the activity (for 
the nominal Co0.5Pd0.5 NPs) of 13.9 (mol H2·mol M-1·min-1). 
 
 

 

Fig. 2. TOFs values based on Pd and M (Pd and Co) vs Co molar 
ratio for AB decomposition under dark and UV-Vis light 
irradiation conditions. A) and B) results presented for the 
catalysts prepared using SiO2 as support, C) and D) when Ti-
SiO2 is used as support. 

 
Regarding the catalytic behavior of Ti-SiO2-based catalysts (Fig. 
2C and 2D) a noticeable enhancement in the catalytic activity 
with respect to the SiO2 samples was obtained for all catalysts 
under both conditions (dark and UV-Vis). Even for the pure Pd 
based catalysts under dark conditions, there is a considerable 
increase from 1.5 to 5.5 in the TOF value (mol H2·mol Pd-1·min-

1) when the Ti is incorporated to the support. In this sense, the 
Ti-based silicate catalysts might present strong interactions 
between TiO2-based supports and AB which favors its 
decomposition as previously reported.34,35 Comparing the Pd-
normalized catalysts results, the TOF drastically increased from 
5.5 for the Pd/Ti-SiO2 catalysts to ~40 (approximately) for any 
Co content. In addition to this increase the Pd-normalized 
activity of the samples increased up to 49.5 (mol H2·mol Pd-

1·min-1) when the catalysts were tested under UV-Vis light 
irradiation.  On the other hand, for the total metal normalized 
TOFs, the highest value was obtained for Co0.25Pd0.75/Ti-SiO2 
with a TOF value of 31.7 and 39.7 (mol H2·mol M-1·min-1) under 
dark and UV-Vis light conditions, respectively. Upon 
consideration of these catalytic tendencies, it seems that 
under UV-Vis light irradiation conditions the activity per Pd 
content in this kind of catalysts (CoxPd1-x/Ti-SiO2) is the same 
regardless of the Co content (49.5 mol H2·mol Pd-1·min-1) 
corroborating the synergistic effect of Co (alloyed in the NPs) 
and, specially, Ti (incorporated into the support). In this 
respect, the role of the Ti photocatalytic enhancement due to 
the accumulation of electrons and holes in the metal 
deposited on its surface and their transfer to the AB molecules 
enhancing their catalytic decomposition has already been 
reported recently.36 
In Fig. 3 the H2 production (µmol) after 2.5 minutes of reaction 
with the Ti-SiO2 based catalysts under dark and UV-Vis light 
conditions are shown. As it can be observed there was a 
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general positive effect of the UV-Vis light irradiation in the H2 
production for all samples under study. However, the 
outstanding enhancement displayed by the Co0.25Pd0.75/Ti-SiO2 
catalyst should be pointed out. This paramount catalytic 
behavior confirms the suitability of the present catalytic 
system and makes it a promising candidate for its possible 
implementation in H2-fed devices. 
The results in TOF and AB conversion to H2 production for the 
Co0.25Pd0.75/Ti-SiO2 under UV-Vis light are lower compared with 
highly complex silica-coated cobalt ferrite loaded with Pd NPs 
20 yet higher compared to related works that also use Co-Pd 
based catalysts and also similar metal/AB ratio 11,37,38 using 
high performance carbon materials and significantly higher 
metal loadings. 

 

Fig. 3. H2 production (µmol) of the Ti-based catalysts after 2.5 
minutes of reaction under dark and UV-Vis irradiation 
conditions. 

 
 
Conclusions  
 
In summary, highly active catalysts with less than 1 wt. % of 
noble metal content for AB decomposition were synthesized 
taking advantage of the twofold promotion of the initial 
Pd/SiO2 catalytic system; increasing the electron density of the 
Pd through its alloying with Co in the NPs and deposition of 
these NPs on a very simple and active UV-Vis-responsive 
support doped with Ti. As a result, a very promising TOF (49.5 
mol H2·mol Pd-1·min-1) with a very fast H2 delivery of more than 
160 µmol of H2 in less than 2.5 min has been obtained by AB 
decomposition using a sample containing only 0.8 wt. % of Pd. 
These promising catalysts benefit from the catalytic synergy 
between Pd and Co in the NPs that allows the electron density 
transfer from the Co to the Pd (as it is observed by XPS) on the 
one hand, and the incorporated Ti in the support (making it 
active to the UV-Vis radiation) when it is tested under UV-Vis 
irradiation conditions on the other hand.  
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